	
  
Institutional Investor Track:
LP Outlook on PE & VC – 5 Macro Trends to Watch
th

The

Institutional

Investor

track

Friday, September 19 at 11:30am
Jason Andris, Managing Director - Venture Investment Associates

focuses on the Limited Partner.

Jason Andris

Programming sheds light on the
needs and interests of LPs who are
backing VC and PE now, or are
considering future investment. Hear
from

endowments,

foundations,

pension funds, family offices and
other allocators of alternative capital
on

strategies

around

asset

allocation, manager selection, term
sheet agreements and much more.

Jason Andris is a managing director at Venture
Investment Associates and is a member of the General
Partner of all of the VIA funds having joined VIA in 2000.
He is a member of the Firm's Investment Committee and
has responsibility across all facets of the firm, i.e., the
management of relationships with the funds' managers
and its limited partners, as well as, the identification and
development of new relationships for the firm. Mr. Andris
has also worked at Robertson Stephens and Co. as an
Analyst in the investment banking group and subsequently was promoted to
Associate. Following RS&Co., he served as Manager of Financial Analysis and
Planning with one of his clients, Global Vacation Group, Inc. (NYSE: GVG), a
consolidator of value-added travel services companies.

Venture Capital Track:
Shark Tank – Our Panel of LPs Judge VC Manager Pitches
th

The Venture track, presented by the

Thursday, September 18 at 3:30pm
Christopher Douvos, Managing Director - Venture Investment Associates

editors of Venture Capital Journal,
will focus on two areas: first, the
fundraising climate/investor appetite
for VC, and second, the growing
interest in hardware investments,
from drones to wearable technology
to 3D printing to the "Internet of
Things." Attendees will hear from
limited

partners,

entrepreneurs

who

VCs
will

and
explain

underlying technologies, investment

Christopher Douvos
Christopher Douvos is a managing director at Venture
Investment Associates and a member of the firm’s
investment committee. Previously, he served as co-head
of the private equity program at The Investment Fund for
Foundations. Mr. Douvos has also worked on the
endowment team at Princeton University and as a
strategy consultant at Monitor Company. He is the author
of the blog SuperLP.com and has been profiled in
Venture Capital Journal and Private Equity Analyst. Mr.
Douvos serves on the board of the Palo Alto Community Fund and on the
investment committee of the Castilleja School. He holds a BA with distinction in
history from Yale College and an MBA from the Yale School of Management.

trends, and opportunities in this
space.
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